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ABSTRACT

Since the early days of stereo good spatial sound impression had
been limited to a small region, the so-called sweet spot. About
15 years ago the concept of wave field synthesis (WFS) solving
this problem has been invented at TU Delft, but due to its com-
putational complexity it has not been used outside universities and
research institutes. Today the progress of microelectronics makes
a variety of applications of WFS possible, like themed environ-
ments, cinemas, and exhibition spaces. This paper will highlight
the basics of WFS and discuss some of the solutions beyond the
basics to make it work in applications.

1. INTRODUCTION

In 1931 Blumlein [1] filled a British patent which described the ba-
sics of stereo recording and reproduction, and which is up to now
the basic of all stereo recording techniques. In 1934 researchers
at AT&T Bell labs described two major configurations of spatial
audio reproduction: binaural, that is two channels recorded at the
ear position (dummy head) and multi-channel [2]. In experiments
they proved three loudspeakers (left, center, right) provide supe-
rior quality to a larger audience compared to two loudspeakers.
About twenty years later, after careful research on a variety of
loudspeaker number and configurations, William Small concluded
in [3] that “ The number of channels will depend upon the size
of the stage and listening rooms, and the precision in localization
required.” “ . . . for a use such as rendition of music in the home,
where economy is required and accurate placement of sources is
not of great importance if the feeling of separation of sources is
preserved, two-channel reproduction is of real importance.” Due
to limitations in physical delivery media (LP, CD) and broadcast
formats two-channel stereo was and is dominant in most appli-
cations. After a commercially non-successful extension to four
channels (quadrophony) in the seventies today 5-channel stereo,
which adds 2 surround channels and a center channel is used more
and more. But two, three and five channel stereo are doomed to
preserve some limitations along the time:

• the position of the loudspeakers has to be exactly the posi-
tion as predefined when producing the content

• good spatial audio quality is limited to a small portion of
the reproduction room, the so-called sweet spot

• (virtual) sound sources can be placed at loudspeaker posi-
tion, between loudspeaker positions or farer apart from the
listener, but not in the gap between loudspeaker and listener

• (virtual) sound sources placed between loudspeakers sound
differently than sound sources placed on loudspeakers po-
sitions

• sound sources placed between front and surround speaker
are rather unstable, that is they are even more dependent on
the exact position of the listener

• in larger venues, like cinemas, where 5 loudspeakers are
not sufficient to provide acceptable sound pressure level for
all listeners, additional loudspeakers have to be used. De-
pendent on the position of the listener some or even most
surround channels are no more in the back but in front, dis-
turbing the sound image from front.

• all formats are lacking the 3rd dimension

• all formats store only final mixes of sound scenes making
interactive manipulation of content by the end user impos-
sible

Newer multi-channel formats like Tom Holmans 10.2 [4] im-
prove the size of the sweet spot and try to add a third dimension.
However they do not bridge the gap between listener and loud-
speaker, and mixing in that formats is very difficult. A way to
overcome the all limitations listed above is to store all content in
an object oriented approach: Each audio source is stored as an
audio object comprising certain properties like position, size and
(mono) audio track. A scene description describes how the indi-
vidual objects are composed to build up a scene.

Since 2001 key technologies for recording, encoding, trans-
mitting, decoding and rendering of object-oriented sound fields
have been investigated in an European project called CARROUSO
[5]. Key components in this project are Wave Field-Synthesis as a
new way of reproducing sound and the object-oriented features and
codecs of MPEG-4. Wave Field Synthesis (WFS) was invented at
the TU Delft in the Netherlands [6]. In the nineties WFS has been
demonstrated in academic environments and basic research was
conducted. For long time the main reason prohibiting applications
outside academic research was its high computational complexity.
Decreasing costs of computing power enabled the first application
in the professional market. In February 2003 Fraunhofer IDMT
has implemented a large WFS array in the Ilmenau cinema and
new applications for WFS technology are around the corner.

2. BASICS OF WAVE FIELD SYNTHESIS

Wave Field Synthesis (WFS) is based on the wave theory concept
of Huygens [7]: Each point on a wave front can be regarded as the
origin of a point source. The superposition of all these secondary
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sources form a wave front which is physical indistinguishable from
the shape of the original wave front. This principle, originally de-
scribed for water waves and optics, was first applied to acoustics
at TU Delft. A large number of small and closely spaced loud-
speakers form a so called loudspeaker array (Figure 1). Each loud-
speaker in the array is fed with corresponding driving signal cal-

Figure 1: Principle of WFS: Superposition of secondary sound
source recreates sound-field

culated by means of algorithms based on the Kirchhoff-Helmholtz
integrals and Rayleigh’s representation theorems [8].
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The Kirchhoff-Helmholtz integral implies that an infinite num-
ber of monopoles and dipoles encircling the reproduction space is
necessary to achieve perfect results. “Perfect results” includes the
property that the reproduced sound field outside the listening space
(behind speakers) is zero. Taking either monopoles or dipoles in-
stead of both the sound field inside is the same and only the sound
field outside is non-zero. Today most implementations of WFS are
based on monopoles only.

A second step to simplify WFS is to reduce the sound-field
from 3D to 2D, therefore all loudspeakers are located in one plane.

Reducing the number of loudspeakers to a finite number lim-
its the frequency up to which WFS provides perfect reproduction.
Above the alias frequency spatial alias terms occurs. In practice it
proved to be sufficient to locate a loudspeaker every 17 cm, giving
an alias frequency of about 1 kHz. From an acoustic point of view
this seems to be insufficient, but due to psychoacoustical effects a

decrease of distance between loudspeakers has only marginal ef-
fects on audio quality.

Without room reflection of the reproduction room the sound
field reproduced is perfect in nearly the whole space between the
loudspeakers. However the superposition of the individual loud-
speaker signal does not work properly if the distance between lis-
tener and loudspeaker is smaller or similar to the distance between
loudspeakers. Such close to the loudspeaker additional effects oc-
cur due to the near field of cone loudspeakers.

Three types of sound sources can be reproduced (Figure 2):

Point Sources are sound sources which are between or behind
the loudspeakers. At each listening position the position
of such sound sources is perceived to be the same.

Focused Sourcesare point sources in front of the loudspeaker
array. While having similar properties as “normal” point
sources for most of the listening positions, for positions be-
tween source and closest loudspeaker the sound field is in-
verted and there is no precise location.

Plane Waves behave similar to point sources which are in infi-
nite distance: All listeners perceive the same direction of
the source. For this type of signals the effect of distance
dependent reduction of sound pressure level is negligible.

Figure 2:Reproduction of point source, focused sources and plane
waves with WFS

3. PROPERTIES AND REQUIREMENTS OF WFS

Reproduction of low Frequencies Due to the limited number of
loudspeakers (sampling in the spatial domain) frequencies
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below the alias frequency are amplified by 3 dB per octave
[6]. To compensate for this effect the input signals have to
be pre-filtered. However the value 3 dB is only valid if the
virtual sound source if far apart from the loudspeaker array:
if the virtual source is placed exactly on a loudspeaker po-
sition there is only the frequency response of a single loud-
speaker. The filtering therefore has to be position depen-
dent. In practical applications prototype filters for regions
are precomputed and stored. The size of the regions with
the same correction filters is smallest near the loudspeaker
array, at large distance the approximation of 3 dB per oc-
tave is sufficient. That way the computational complexity
is reduced, which makes larger numbers of moving virtual
sources feasible.

Source Position and LevelThe simplification of the Kirchhoff-
Helmholtz integral as derived in [6] provide correct approx-
imation for the horizontal plane for static (non-moving)
sound sources. Due to the fact that these simplifications are
done with the assumption of an infinite length of a (linear)
loudspeaker array, the variation of the synthesized sound
pressure level with position of the virtual source is not cor-
rect for smaller systems. This effect is clearly perceptible
when audio objects are visible. Similar problems occur if
the loudspeaker array is not complete due to limitations of
reproduction room (windows, doors, curtains). In practi-
cal implementations the level has to be corrected. A simple
way to achieve the correction value is to simulate the sound
pressure level at a reference point in the listening area un-
der the assumption of an ideal array and with the actual
loudspeaker configuration. If the sound pressure level of
the actual array would be too small the volume of all active
loudspeakers is raised. For a given loudspeaker configura-
tion the correction value only depends on the position of
a virtual source. To reduce computational complexity and
simplify parallel processing of rendering for different loud-
speakers the correction value is precomputed and stored.

Doppler Shift For each position of a virtual sound source WFS
creates a natural sound field. If sound sources are moved
from one position to another a natural Doppler effect is
created automatically. Being a benefit when applying to
sound effects in movies this Doppler shift might be un-
wanted when moving musical instruments. A simple way
to overcome this is to use panning between virtual objects
as described in [9].

Loudspeaker Characteristics The basic theory of WFS starts
with a combination of ideal loudspeakers being either pure
monopoles or pure dipoles. Most installations done so far
are using cone loudspeaker, which can be approximated as
being monopoles up to the alias frequency of WFS. In [10]
algorithms are shown to compensate for loudspeakers with
directivity. Up to now these algorithms are hardly been used
due to complexity.

Characteristics of the Reproduction Room Wave field synthe-
sis is able to reproduce complete sound scenes including the
room reflections of a natural or simulated (recording) envi-
ronment. If the reproduction room has his own reflection
pattern the reflection pattern of recording and reproduction
room are combined, which often is regarded to sound un-
natural. The ideal reproduction room therefore would be
an anechoic room. Due to the fact that all walls of the re-

production room are equipped with loudspeakers electro-
acoustic cancellation of the first room reflections are possi-
ble [11, 12]. Experience from installations show that some
diffuse reflections of the reproduction room improve the
naturalness of simple simulations of room acoustics.

Recorded and Simulated RoomsUsing WFS it is possible to pro-
cess signals coming from the (primary) sound sources sepa-
rately from the (secondary) signals coming from the record-
ing room. Thus it is possible to manipulate the two signal
classes independent of each other. If done properly it is
even possible to change the (virtual) recording venue at the
reproduction site. The information of the recording room
inherent in a WFS file can be either the recording of the
room signature of a real room or the simulated room signa-
ture of a room which even does not exist.

4. APPLICATIONS

WFS and mathematically related sound rendering methods like
higher-order ambisonics [13] are feasible to all sound reproduc-
tion systems where ever it is possible to use more than just one or
two loudspeakers. One significant advantage of WFS compared
to classical multi-channel reproduction is the possibility to switch
from reproduction based storage of audio (the format is defined
by the number of loudspeaker channels) to a source based storage
(each audio object is stored separately and can be rendered for the
best possible audio quality given any reproduction setup). This
paradigm shift will revolutionize both production and distribution
of audio content, and might be even more important than the im-
provements of audio quality,

4.1. Application areas

Concert halls: A critical parameter for any kind of life perfor-
mance is the input-output latency of the signal processing
involved. Wave field synthesis has an intrinsic delay which
is short enough. If the acoustics of the concert hall is suf-
ficiently good, what should be a property of any concert
hall, no room equalization filters, which might cause addi-
tional delay, are necessary. WFS can adapt the acoustical
behavior of multifunctional venues to the requirements of
any kind of music reproduction, and for other purposes, too,
for instance for sport events or conferences. In contrast to
the systems used today, where electro-acoustical amplifica-
tion often destroys the sound scene, WFS can make it sound
much more natural. Due to the fact that WFS preserves spa-
tial angular and distance precision a much improved audio-
visual coherence is achieved.

Open air events: An important requirement for open air concerts
is to achieve a sufficiently high sound pressure level for the
whole audience without creating dangerously high sound
pressure levels near the stage. At the same time the audio
quality should be as high as possible and there should be a
good spatial coherence of sound and visual scene on stage.
While line arrays of loudspeakers are satisfying the require-
ments concerning sound pressure level WFS additionally
preserves the whole auditory scene. For very large venues
line-arrays can only control the sound pressure level within
(sub-)regions of the reproduction space with problems at
the cross-sections of neighboring regions. WFS is based on
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continuous sound fields. Therefor such problems can not
occur with WFS. With WFS it is even possible to create
an artificial room around the listening space with acoustical
properties like indoors which is especially useful for clas-
sical concerts. Focused sound sources enable new creative
possibilities for sound effects.

Cinema: For long time cinema sound systems have been screen
centric: Most dialogs are just mixed to the center channel,
because directors believed that sound which is not localized
on screen distracts from the movie. Today almost all cin-
emas are equipped with sound systems with 5.1 rendering.
The surround channels are used to create more immersion
to the scene. Due to the fact that there are just two surround
channels which are reproduced on the side via several loud-
speakers the sound mixer has to fight several restrictions:

• at the back seats in the cinema surround channels
sometimes are perceived as coming from the front
side and might decrease the intelligibility of dialogs

• all sound sources mixed to surrounds are rather
smeared over a large range

• moving sources from front (on screen) via side to the
back change their sound color due to different fre-
quency response of loudspeakers and phantom sources

• perception of sound very close to listeners is only
possible by using very high sound pressure levels

Newer formats try to overcome some of these limitations
by using additional channels, especially in the back.

WFS gives the possibility to render sound sources in their
true spatial depth and direction for any seat in the cinema.
In February 2003 the first cinema equipped with WFS sys-
tem started daily service in Ilmenau, Germany (Fig. 3). Be-
ing a regular cinema in daily operation this cinema is also
used for research, especially for the perceptual evaluation of
loudspeaker configurations [14] algorithms in larger rooms.
This cinema system uses 192 loudspeakers. In Figure 3 on
top of the loudspeaker array the old 5.1 system can be seen.
The theater is an amphitheater style cinema. To provide
best audio experience for all seats the loudspeaker array is
not in one plane but in two planes which are slightly folded.
A trailer, produced in a WFS compliant format, exhibits the
potential of the new technology: It starts within an aquar-
ium, with air bubbles modeled as focused sources within

Figure 3:Cinema of Ilmenau

the cinema hall, shows slowly moving sound objects leav-
ing the screen, moving around the hall and appearing on
screen exactly in audiovisual coherence, virtual two chan-
nel stereo (loudspeakers visible and moving on screen) and
WFS music reproduction where each instrument is place on
each own spatial position. In contrast to trailers for 5.1 for-
mats this trailer does not need to be reproduced at a high
sound pressure levels to create the sensation of immersion.
The trailer is shown before every film show. All legacy for-
mat films benefit from the increased sweet spot offered by
the compatible reproduction via the WFS system via vir-
tual loudspeakers placed outside the cinema hall. The re-
production of the surround channels using plane waves im-
proves the spatial sound quality and the intelligibility espe-
cially in the back rows. Perceptual experiments to study
the performance of wave field synthesis audio reproduc-
tion combined with flat video reproductions have been con-
ducted [15]. The results of these experiments already have
been considered in the design of authoring tools. In July
2004 the first installation of a WFS system was done in
Hollywood. This system, using 304 loudspeakers and a
8 channel WFS-subwoofer configuration, is integrated in a
sound stage at Todd AO, Studio City. First experiences with
remixing films and trailers show that the positioning of vir-
tual sources anywhere at anytime brings more advantages
than expected [16]:

• point sources are far less distracting than “old” sur-
round channels

• dialogs moving slowly to the side of the screen are
perceived as very natural, and do not draw the atten-
tion away from the screen

• no sound colorations appear with moving of sound
sources

• Sound designers and mixers expect that the time and
costs of mixing films using WFS are the same or
lower compared to 5.1.

Home theater systems:Today WFS is regarded as too expen-
sive and too space-consuming for the use in every home.
However the installation in some higher rated home cine-
mas is already reasonable. The possibility to reproduce any
content using virtual loudspeakers placed (far) outside the
home theater enables to overcome the feeling of being in
a small room, which is still inherent in home theaters to-
day [17]. Problems for WFS in normal living rooms are
the placement of the loudspeaker arrays and the acoustics
of the room. For the later, a combination of acoustic treat-
ment (e.g. curtains) and the application of room equaliza-
tion techniques (e.g. compensation of a few early reflec-
tions) is probably the best solution. To solve the problem of
loudspeaker placement new loudspeaker designs are neces-
sary. Flat panel loudspeaker systems like DML panels [18]
might play an important role in the home reproduction. An-
other possibility is to integrate them into furniture or even
(far into the future) into wall paper.

Video Conferencing Today video conferencing is using mono or
stereo reproduction of audio signals. If rooms with many
persons are linked in a conference a lot of discipline is nec-
essary to avoid interference between different persons talk-
ing, and to avoid background noise which reduces speech
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intelligibility. Multi-channel sound systems have not been
used because of the problem of acoustic echo cancellation.
It has been proven that perfect echo cancellation is impossi-
ble for the general case of two or loudspeakers/microphones.
However in [19] a method has been presented which takes
into account that the loudspeaker array used for WFS turns
out to be of benefit for acoustic echo cancellation, too.

4.2. Some remarks on large listening area sound reinforce-
ment

The effect of distance dependent reduction of loudness is more
expressed near a sound source. An even distribution of loudness
across the whole listening area can be achieved by positioning
sound sources far behind the loudspeaker array [8]. Infinite dis-
tance of sound sources relates to plain waves which do not have
any distance dependent reduction (besides the damping in air).

Due to the expectations of the visitors for the applications
listed above a high sound pressure level is essential. In average all
loudspeakers contribute for that level, but in the worst case, where
a sound object is placed close to the loudspeaker array only a few
loudspeakers have to provide the whole power. For most applica-
tions it is possible to overcome this by just avoiding such positions
of sound objects. For the compatible reproduction in the cinema
the worst case are the front speakers: To avoid incoherence of vi-
sual and auditory image it is essential to place virtual loudspeakers
for left, center and right channels rather close behind the screen.

The possibilities of placing and moving sound sources any-
where in the sound scenes provide new artistic possibilities like
musicians acoustically flying thru the audience before appearing
on the stage.

5. RECORDING AND DISTRIBUTION OF WAVE FIELD
SYNTHESIS CONTENT

The best sound experience using WFS can be achieved when using
specially prepared material. Such material consists of dry record-
ings of separate sound sources, their position in the room and in-
formation about the desired room acoustics (e.g. recording room).
Using microphone array technique recording of sound sources re-
quires subsequent signal processing. By means of signal process-
ing, sound source signals can be separated and unwanted signals
can be suppressed. In addition, information about the position
of possibly moving signal sources is extracted [20]. Besides the
microphone array technique conventional 5.1 recording technique
(spots, main and room microphones) can be also applied.

Audio information (recorded or synthetic sources and/or room
acoustics) and scene description are treated inside the WFS system
on the reproduction side. The number of transmitted audio tracks
(either point sources or plane waves) is related to the scene and
independent from the number of loudspeakers at the reproduction
site.

The necessary storage capacity for a 2 hours movie can be es-
timated as follows: During the mixing process all sound tracks
are stored as PCM using 24 bit at 48 kHz resolution. A reasonable
film might be composed of 130 sound tracks in the final mix1. This

1The number of raw tracks is much higher. The normal work flow of
film mixing involves the reduction to so-called “stems”. The number 130
mentioned above is equivalent to the number of all channels in all stems
used for the final mix. However the work flow for reduction of tracks for
WFS is different.

results in a total storage requirement of 125.5 GByte, an amount
which easily can be stored on state of the art PC hard drives, but
which is beyond the current capacity of cheap magneto-optical
storage media (like DVD-ROM). For end-user applications a re-
duction is necessary. As a first attempt perceptual audio coding
can be used: MPEG-4 AAC (Advanced Audio Coding) at compa-
rably high bit-rates (2 bit/sample per channel) achieves a reduc-
tion of the combined audio data to about 10.5 GByte (data rate of
12 Mbit/s). By using just some more compression or a slightly
lower number of independent sound tracks, current DVD-ROM
technology is adequate to provide the audio and metadata (source
position information) to control WFS rendering.

For the audio scene description the MPEG-4 standard is very
suitable. MPEG-4 is actually the only standardized format that
provides a high-level structured coding support to efficiently con-
vey advanced 3D descriptions [21] as those required by WFS. To-
gether with wide band transmission channels, like DVB or the up-
coming wide-band Internet, the MPEG-4 3D Audio Profile permits
a commercially feasible realization of WFS.

After decoding the final auralization processing is left to the
WFS loudspeaker arrays.

5.1. Channel-oriented versus object-oriented

Current sound mixing is based on the channel or track paradigm,
i.e. the coding format defines the reproduction setup. Any changes
would mean doing the complete mix again. In the current mix-
ing process there is a certain way of arranging tracks for a mix,
following the requirements of a mixing desk, routing system and
the format (like 5.1 or 7.1) in order to accelerate the work-flow.
Looking at the example of mixing a helicopter flying around the
listeners head, it would be necessary panning and placing each el-
ement from the track system individually or at least copying and
pasting the related settings on the desk. This is a time-consuming
task, but due to the 5.1 or 7.1 mixes this hardly happens because
movements are quite rare in those formats.

The mixing process of the Wave Field Synthesis occurs in a
sound object-oriented way. For this the sound source positions
are needed. Tracks and channels, which are indirectly considered
in the process, form an object and this can be moved in a Wave
Field Synthesis authoring system. The position data can either be
imported from a tracking system (virtual studio), rendering data
(special effects) or manually imported using a pencil. The final
WFS mix does not contain loudspeaker related material. Audio
signals of all sound sources are transmitted from the final mix to
the WFS render PCs, which calculate the signals for all loudspeak-
ers.

The object oriented approach inherent in WFS and MPEG-4
enables additional functionalities: It is able to group sound ob-
jects and give (limited) access to some of the mixing parameters
to the end user. Putting all dialogs in one group and all remaining
objects in a second group enables hearing impaired people to im-
prove the intelligibility by increasing the level of the dialogs only.
Keeping the room information separately from the musical objects
enables the listener to put an orchestra into another concert hall.
Putting sound tracks of different dubbed version in one bit stream
enables multilingual listeners to hear all characters in a movie in
their original language, and to replace only unknown languages
with the preferred dubbed version.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

The next generation of audio formats will be object oriented, and
Wave Field Synthesis will be used for the reproduction replacing
stereo and multi-channel systems. It will find its way into many
applications, like concerts, cinemas, theme parks and, eventually,
into the home. After long years of research, computational com-
plexity is no longer an obstacle for wide spread adoption of WFS.
First professional installations have been already made, and more
will come in the next year.
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